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I. INTRODUCTION
This Article discusses the formal Brazilian Debt-Equity Swap Program in the context of the World Debt Crisis. Brazil adopted its debtequity program in February 1988.
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II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE
CONVERSION
Conversion of debt into equity investments in Latin American countries (including Brazil) is closely related to the world debt crisis, which
began in the second half of 1982. This crisis resulted in a new secondary
market involving swaps of debtor country loan papers among creditors
and some non-financial institutions.
In 1968 Brazil adopted an aggressive external indebtedness policy to
reinforce its import capacity, to simultaneously stimulate growth of investment and domestic consumption and to move from a less developed
country to a developing nation. Brazil has found its course hampered by
the international oil crisis, international inflation, protectionism on the
part of the developed nations and high interest rates on the United States
dollar market. Since the latter part of 1982, when international developments suddenly stopped the regular flow of funds in the international
market, Brazil has been trying to adjust to this new situation. Its main
concern has been reaching an agreement for rescheduling its external indebtedness on terms which will allow its economy to improve.
In 1968, sixty-eight percent of the foreign investments made in Brazil were direct investments (i.e., equity). This ratio was reduced to fiftysix percent by 1970 and declined to twenty-four percent by 1986. Debt
conversions were significant from 1983 to 1985. Half of the investments
effected in these three years were made through debt conversion, reaching 1.8 billion dollars. Most of the formal debt conversion took place
between 1984 and 1985 (a little over sixty percent of the 2 billion dollars)
under the financial credit incentive scheme instituted by the Brazilian
government' to encourage the capitalization of companies through conversion of external indebtedness contracted up to December 1982. This
financial credit incentive remained in effect until December 1984 and,
albeit modest, was attractive to certain companies. However, what actually facilitated conversion was tfie lack of bureaucratic impediments.
At the end of 1982, Brazil's outstanding foreign debt totalled 85.3
billion dollars, of which approximately eighty-two percent fell into the
medium and long-term categories. This sizeable foreign debt proved difficult to service and manage. A first rescheduling took place in late 1982
and early 1983, but its implementation was frustrated by the impossibility of meeting the economic targets agreed upon with the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). Foreign creditors restricted new lending from
1. Decree-Law No. 1994, Dec. 29, 1982.
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1982 to 1987. During the same period, a number of smaller creditors
decided to sell the Brazilian loans in their portfolios at a discount and
either exit from the Brazilian market or drastically reduce their exposure.
At the same time, local corporations were looking for a cheaper source of
funding for new investments and expansion of existing facilities. The
trading of Brazilian debt instruments on the secondary market at less
than their par value (i.e., at a discount) which resulted from this situation
effectively blocked the inflow of new resources to Brazil, since foreign
investors and creditors were able to use this more advantageous and
cheaper alternative to invest in Brazil. The resulting flow of funds was
not at all positive: a negative 2 billion dollars of net new borrowings, and
2.4 billion dollars, debt capitalization.
In June 1984, the Brazilian government decided to take measures
aimed at prohibiting the transfer, assignment and or sale of credits connected to the Brazilian Foreign Financing Plan for capitalization purposes (i.e., conversions of credits acquired by companies from foreign
financial institutions in the secondary market) and discontinued registration of such conversion operations, except for those requested prior to
July 6, 1984. The system adopted through circular letter 1125 of converting original intercompany credits was maintained.'
On February 20, 1987, the Brazilian government declared a moratorium on the payment of interest on medium and long-term debt of public
and private entities to foreign commercial banks (including branches of
Brazilian banks). In the months following the moratorium, a number of
United States banks and other commercial banks increased their loan
reserves with respect to the debt of countries (including Brazil) that had
rescheduled their debts. These increases indicated a recognition by certain banks that the ability of debtor countries to service their debt might
be impaired. The moratorium finally ceased in 1988, when Brazil decided to seek the normalization of its relationship with its foreign
creditors.
On November 17, 1987, Bacen3 revoked the original creditor requirement established by Circular-Letter No. 1125,1 but imposed new
conditions on conversions, the most important of which was the agreement of the original creditor to immediately accept Brazil's proposal for
securitization of debt. This proposal provided for exchanging half of the
bank credits for long-term debt instruments (fixed interest bonds) that
2. These measures were officially adopted through Bacen Circular-Letter No. 1125, Nov.

9, 1984.
3. Bacen is the Central Bank of Brazil.

4. Bacen Resolution No. 1416, Nov. 17, 1987.
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would be issued by the Federal Republic of Brazil. This scheme would
reflect the discount offered for such credits on the secondary market, but
creditor banks regarded the plan as unacceptable. The Brazilian government therefore decided to simplify the conversion process and separate
the Debt-Equity Swap Program from the project for the securitization of
Brazil's foreign debt.
Brazil officially launched its formal Debt-Equity Swap program in
1988, six years after the foreign debt crisis erupted in Latin America. On
February 1, 1988, Bacen approved the regulations which now govern the
conversion of debt into equity.5 These eligible credits are subject to Brazilian external debt restructuring agreements with international financial
institutions. At the same time, Bacen expressly revoked Resolution No.
1416 of Bacen (which had previously revoked the creditor requirements
established by Circular-Letter No. 1125) and all other contrary
provisions.6
Development of the formal Debt-Equity Swap Program was slow
for three main reasons: (i) the inflationary impact stemming from additional money supply expansion; (ii) denationalization fears; and (iii) the
need to find another source of government deficit financing should compulsory and voluntary foreign debt-related deposits disappear.
III. FOREIGN CAPITAL IN BRAZIL
The Brazilian Foreign Capital Law7 establishes the basic rules of all
forms of foreign investment in Brazil. This legislation entrusts the Bacen
with the task of registration and control of foreign investment. Bacen
must follow the policies laid down by the National Monetary Council.
Brazil's current regulations require the participation of a Brazilian
company, which receives the foreign investment and applies the corresponding funds in developing economic activities within the country.
Foreign equity investments may be made in the form of currency, goods
or credits. Accordingly, credits such as foreign loans registered with
Bacen can be capitalized and converted into foreign equity investments in
Brazilian companieg. This conversion requires the prior authorization of
Bacen and the satisfaction of a series of formalities. Bacen usually ap5. Bacen Resolution No. 1460, Feb. 1, 1988.
6. The other basic norms issued by Bacen are Circular No, 1302, Mar. 18, 1988, and
Circular-Letter No. 1778, Mar. 22, 1988, on the debt subject to auction; and Circular No.
1.303, Mar. 18, 1988, and Circular-Letter No. 1779, Mar. 22, 1988, on the direct conversion
(debt not subject to auction).
7. Law No. 4131, Sept. 3, 1962, amended by Law No. 4390 of Aug. 29, 1964, regulated
by Decree No. 55764, Feb. 17, 1965 [hereinafter Brazilian Foreign Capital Law].
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proves the conversion without difficulty when these formalities are satisfied. After Bacen grants the authorization, the Brazilian company must
incorporate the funds into its capital within thirty days of the authorization date and subsequently apply for registration of the investment at
Bacen (within another thirty-day period).
Bacen registers the investment in the currency of the credits which
are converted. The original remittance of foreign currency is registered
in the currency which actually enters Brazil. It should be noted that any
reinvestment of profits is registered in the currency of the country where
the investor is a resident or domiciled.
Once the registration is effected, Bacen issues a Foreign Capital Certificate of Registration, which is a prerequisite for:
(1) the remittance of profits abroad and the determination of
the amount which may be remitted free of supplementary income
tax;
(2) determination of the amount to be considered as reinvestment of profits, thereby increasing the amount of the original foreign
investment; and
(3) repatriation of the invested foreign capital.'
Investments made in Brazil by individuals or legal entities, which are
domiciled or headquartered abroad and not registered at Bacen as foreign capital, are considered national capital and are equivalent to local
new cruzado9 investments. Consequently, these non-registered investments are not protected by a Foreign Capital Certificate of Registration.
There are normally no restrictions on the distribution and subsequent remittance of profits to a foreign investor. Bacen usually allows
remittance of the profits in the currency of the investor's country or in
United States dollars. Brazil subjects the distribution of profits to a
twenty-five percent withholding tax.' 0 If there is a double-taxation treaty
in force between Brazil and the domiciliary of the foreign investor the
rate is lower. The treaty taxation rate is normally fifteen percent, except
in the case of Japan, 1 where the applicable rate is twelve and a half
percent. If the net amount actually distributed exceeds a yearly average
of twelve percent of the registered foreign capital (original investment
8. Brazilian Foreign Capital Law.
9. New cruzados, Brazilian currency, have a current value of approximately one new
cruzado to one United States dollar.
10. Brazilian Income Tax Regulations, approved by Decree No. 85.450, Dec. 4, 1980, art.
555, item 1.
11. The treaty with Japan was enacted by Decree No. 61.899 of Dec. 14, 1967, amended
by Decree No. 81.194, of Jan. 9, 1978.
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plus reinvestment of lrofits), calculated over a three year period, a supplementary income tax is levied on the excess amount. The excess is
taxed on a sliding scale as follows:
Excess Amount
Supplementary Tax Rate
40%
between 12% and 15%
between 15% and 25%
50%
over 25%
60%
Foreign investors may repatriate their registered foreign capital (original
investment plus reinvestment of profits) at any time without the prior
approval of Bacen. Repatriation of the original investment is always tax
free. However, repatriation of reinvested profits may be subject to tax.
The general rule is that repatriation following a reduction in the capital
of the local company will be treated as a dividend distribution and taxed
accordingly. 12 This rule applies for five years following the date of reinvestment. Any amount repatriated in excess of the registered foreign
capital (original reinvestment plus reinvestment of profits) is deemed to
be a capital gain, requires prior approval of Bacen and is subject to a
twenty-five percent withholding tax. 3 The same principles would apply
to the Brazilian Debt-Equity Swap Program, subject to certain peculiarities that will be discussed below.
The new Brazilian Constitution, which was ratified on October 5,
1988, provides that Brazilian law shall regulate foreign capital investments based on national interests, foster reinvestments and control the
remittance of profits abroad. 4 Treatment of foreign capital in Brazil
under the new Constitution may change at any time and will depend on
future legislation by the National Congress.
Under the Brazilian civil law system, the legal principle of revalidation prevails, according to which the most recent Constitution reconfirms
legislation enacted under previous constitutions, whenever the two are
compatible. Since the previous legislation on foreign capital and the new
Brazilian Constitution are compatible, the Brazilian Foreign Capital Law
continues in full force.
12. Brazilian Income Tax Regulations, supra note 10, arts. 376-377.
13. Id. art. 555, item 1.
14. BRAZ. CONST. art. 172
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IV. THE MAIN FEATURES OF THE DEBT-EQUITY
SWAP PROGRAM
A. Debt Eligible for Conversion
The debt eligible for conversion is limited to medium and long-term
foreign credits (loans and financing to be repaid over a period exceeding
360 days) and respective charges registered with Bacen, as follows:
(1) matured debt already deposited at Bacen (compulsory deposits); and
(2) maturing or unmatured debt of public and private sector
entities (including voluntary deposits). 5
The Brazilian Foreign Capital Law allows conversion of other foreign
currency credits duly registered with Bacen into equity investments without being subject to the restrictions imposed by the Program.
B. Types of Loans
Present regulations distinguish three types of foreign currency loans:
(1) 4131 loans16 are those made directly to companies in Brazil
and must remain with the same borrower during the life of the loan;
(2) Resolution 229 loans 7 may be granted either to companies
or to financial institutions. The main characteristic of this type of
loan is that it may be made for shorter periods (a minimum of eighteen months in the case of companies and thirty-six months in the
case of financial institutions), even though the funds must remain in
Brazil for the stipulated minimum term. A Resolution 229 loan
need not stay with a single borrower during its entire term but may
be repassed to successive borrowers; and,
(3) Resolution 63 loans"8 are loans made by foreign financial
institutions to Brazilian banks, which repass the corresponding proceeds to companies in Brazil (the final borrowers) to be used to finance fixed assets or working capital.
C. Foreign Currency Deposits
A voluntary deposit is a foreign currency deposit made by a Brazilian borrower, in order to avoid the losses the borrower might suffer from
15. Foreign currency deposits made at Bacen under the terms of Bacen Resolution No.
229, Sept. 1, 1972, Bacen Resolution No. 432, June 23, 1977, Bacen CircularNo. 230, Aug. 29,
1974, and Bacen Circular No. 600, Jan. 22, 1981.
16. Brazilian Foreign Capital Law, supra note 7, art. 3(a).
17. These are direct loans made under Bacen Resolution No. 229, Sept. 1, 1972.
18. Bacen Resolution No. 63, Aug. 21, 1967.
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the date of the deposit to the date of the release of the funds, as a result of
the devaluation of the Brazilian new cruzado in relation to the United
States dollar (or any other applicable foreign currency amount in which
the contractual obligation is denominated). The borrower may use the
voluntary deposit to pay its obligations on the maturity date or for debtto-equity conversion transactions.
With respect to the voluntary deposits to be used for conversion, it
should be noted that:
(1) Resolution 229 deposits: the balance of a Resolution 229
loan that will be internally paid must be kept at Bacen in an account
in foreign currency in the name of the foreign creditor if it is not
reinvested in Brazil in the form of a new loan;
(2) Resolution 432 deposits:19 the borrowers of 4131 loans
may make foreign currency deposits in those banks authorized to
carry out exchange operations in Brazil, within the limits set down
by Bacen. Bacen limits the amount which can be deposited to the
amount owed by the borrower to the foreign creditor, partial deposits however may be made. The value of each deposit must be at least
equivalent to 20,000 dollars.
(3) Circular 230 deposits:20 Brazilian banks may deposit foreign currency in Bacen up to the amount of Resolution 63 loans
originating abroad, which have not been utilized in repass operations to final borrowers; and
(4) Circular 600 deposits: leasing companies and financial institutions authorized to carry out leasing operations in Brazil may
directly contract foreign currency loans, for the purpose of obtaining the resources required for the acquisition of the goods to be
leased, and are also entitled to effect foreign currency deposits in
Bacen within the limits of such loans.21
D.

Free Transfer of Credits
The eligible credits and deposits may be converted into direct investments (equity), regardless of whether there has been an assignment of
credit rights abroad, an assignment of the corresponding debt obligations
in Brazil, or both. Therefore, the original foreign creditor or Brazilian
debtor may be changed for purposes of conversion.
19. Bacen Resolution No. 432, June 23, 1977.
20. Bacen Circular No.230, Aug 29, 1974.
21. Bacen Circular No. 600, Jan. 22, 1981; Bacen Resolution No. 351, Nov. 17, 1975
regulates leasing companies and financial institutions authorized to carry out leasing opera.
tions in Brazil.
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E. Classification of Credits
In order to adequately structure a debt-to-equity conversion transaction in Brazil, it is important to determine whether the credits are subject
to auction, and, in the case of direct conversion, to identify the origin of
the maturing debt. (The maturing debt is classified as either public or
private sector debt.)
Credits against Bacen which are compulsory deposits or amounts
contractually owed by Bacen are converted into investments by means of
auctions conducted at stock exchanges. Public and private sector debts
(including voluntary deposits) may be converted directly-they are not
subject to the auction system.
F. Conversions Subject to Auction
The auctions are run by the stock exchanges. The amounts offered
are always divided into two distinct auctions, according to the destination of the funds to be converted:
(1) for investment in projects to be developed in special incentive areas, e.g., areas under control of the Development Authority
for the Amazon (SUDAM), the Development Authority for the
Northeast (SUDENE), the State of Espirito Santo and the Jequitinhonha Valley (in the State of Minas Gerais), or in stocks and securities through Conversion Funds destined to these incentive areas;
the execution of the projects is supervised and attested to by the
competent regional agencies;
(2) for investment in any other part of the country (the free
areas) in the financing of new companies, capital increases of preexisting companies belonging to the private or public sectors or in
stocks and securities.
Bacen issues instructions (editais) determining the date, time and
place of each auction, the minimum discount, if applicable, and the conversion ceilings. The conversion ceiling for investment in the incentive
areas equals fifty percent of the total amount to be allocated to auction by
Bacen and any surplus is carried over to the following auction.
In 1988, the auctions were held every month from March through
December,' and involved the negotiation of external indebtedness in the
total amount of 150 million dollars per month, divided into two conver22. There were no auctions during the months of January, February, and March 1989, as
a consequence of the government's Summer Plan. The Summer Plan ('Plano Verao" in Portuguese) is the economic package enacted by the Brazilian Executive Branch on January 15,
1989, aimed at reducing the high inflation rate.
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sion ceilings. The first 75 million dollars was destined exclusively for
projects to be developed in the incentive areas; the second 75 million
dollars was to be applied in the free areas. The discounts offered at these
ten auctions varied as follows:
Auction Month
Free Areas (percent) Incentive Areas (percent)
First
March
27
10.5
Second April
32
15
Third
May
22
0.5
Fourth June
13.5
16
Fifth
July
27
11
Sixth
August
29.5
8.5
Seventh September
34.5
6
Eighth October
38
16.5
Ninth
November
50
21.5
Tenth
December
49
18
The substantial increase of the discounts at the last two auctions was due
to the potential investors' fear that the Brazilian government might
change the rules of the game at any time, by taking one or more of the
following measures: (1) reducing the monthly auction ceilings from 150
million dollars to 100 million dollars (i.e., 50 million dollars for each
area); (2) holding auctions at intervals of two, three or more months (instead of every month) or even suspending the auctions for a period of six
months or more; or (3) stretching out Bacen's release of the new cruzados
resulting from the debt-to-equity conversion transactions to control monetary expansion.
Participation in these auctions takes place through the mediation of
brokerage houses (Sociedades Corretoras). Winning auction bids qualify
the holder to request authorization for conversion of the respective
amounts from Bacen.
The stock exchange must notify Bacen of the winning bids by noon
of the business day following the auction date, and provide Bacen with
the information furnished by the participants to identify the investment
corresponding to each bid.
If the conversion proposal is not approved by Bacen, reversal can be
made in the foreign investor's account in order to unblock the funds and
cancel the debit of the discount. Bacen may reject a conversion proposal
if the swap transaction is incompatible with the applicable rules (i.e., if
the project to be carried out, or the area of business of the Brazilian
recipient company, does not conform to the norms of the Brazilian Foreign Capital Law or the requirements of the Program).
If the brokerage houses, potential foreign investors, or Brazilian re-
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cipient companies do not observe the regulatory periods for presentation
of the documents, the proposals will be disqualified, brokerage houses
will suffer penalties, and Bacen will retain the value of the discounts.
The penalty imposed on a brokerage house includes a fine equivalent to
0.1 percent of the value of the operation and suspension of the brokerage
company's right to participate in up to six subsequent conversion auctions. The value of the operation is the amount in new cruzados corresponding to the external exchange to be converted and the net of the
discount registered. Bacen calculates this amount at the rate of exchange
on the day of the opening of the auction and utilizes the purchase rate
published in the Opening Bulletin of Bacen. The fines are imposed by
Bacen directly on the infringing brokerage house which, when the infraction is caused by its client (the potential foreign investor), is entitled to
reimbursement from the same.
G. Conversions Not Subject to Auction
In principle, all credits against Bacen are subject to auction. There
is an exception, however, to the general rule. The conversion of credits
against Bacen is not subject to auction when the resources are to be converted in public sector companies for purposes of repayment of loans
under the terms of MF Advice Number 301 and subsequent MF, or
medium and long-term foreign credits registered with Bacen in the name
of public sector companies, as borrowers.
The term "public sector debt" is defined as the debt registered with
Bacen in the name of public sector companies or entities, including Resolution 63 loans repassed to these entities, as final borrowers. These entities are: the Union, the States, the Federal District, the Territories and
the Municipalities and their respective governmental agencies (autarquias), public enterprises (empresaspdblicas),mixed-economy companies
(sociedades de economia mista), foundations (fundaqes) and companies
which these entities either directly or indirectly control.
For the purposes of the Regulations, private sector debt is debt registered with Bacen in the name of any company or entity which is not
classified as a public sector company.
The public sector debt can only be converted into equity if the recip23. Loans covered by MF Advice No. 30, of August 29, 1983 and its successors are those

loans granted to public sector companies by Banco do Brasil .A. (acting in its capacity as
agent for the National Treasury) and authorized by the Finance Ministry. MF Advice No. 30

loans utilize funds of the Union (the Federative Republic of Brazil) to liquidate obligations
resulting from foreign currency loans or financing contracted by public sector companies or
entities which carried the guarantee of the Union.
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ient is a public sector company, due regard being given to restrictions
and limitations imposed by applicable laws and regulations, following approval of the Special Secretariat for Control of Stale Enterprises (SEST)
and the Secretariat of the National Treasury (STN). In cases of conversion of debts owed by the Union, the States, the Federal District, the
Territories and the Municipalities, the proceeds of the conversion must
necessarily be used to repay loans covered by MF Advice Number 30 and
its successors, or medium and long-term foreign credits owed public sector companies and registered with Bacen.
The private sector debt can be converted into investments in other
private sector companies or in public sector companies, as well as into
Conversion Funds.
The conversion of voluntary deposits is not subject to auction. Resolution 229 and Circular 600 deposits may be converted indiscriminately
in public or private sector companies and their release is not subject to
any ceiling to be defined by Bacen. Circular 230 and Resolution 432
deposits are governed by the same rules applicable -to debts of the public
and private sectors. Such conversions, however, are subject to ceilings
periodically established by Bacen and the requests are released in chronological order of presentation to Bacen. These ceilings do not apply to
conversions destined for investments in public sector entities to pay loans
covered by MF Advice Number 30 and its successors, or medium and
long-term foreign credits registered with Bacen and contracted by these
entities.
The funds originating in debt conversions not subject to auction
may be.invested in new companies, capital increases of already existing
companies, purchase of equity participation or subscription or purchase
of quotas of Conversion Funds. However, while the public sector debt
may only be converted into investments with public sector entities, the
private sector debt may be converted into public or private sector companies, or into Conversion Funds.
The Program may be an important tool to channel investments to
the Brazilian capital market, through the establishment of Conversion
Funds, as well as to develop the privatization of public sector companies.
H. Investment Registration at Bacen and Release of Funds
Insofar as the conversion subject to auction is concerned, withdrawal of the converted resources and registration of the corresponding
investment is effected at the net value, i.e., in accordance with the results
of the auctions. In the case of direct conversion, if the funds are volunta-
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rily deposited at Bacen, withdrawal of the deposited resources is effected
at the full value of the converted liabilities. In all cases of conversion not
subject to auction, registration is effected at the net value, that is, the
value produced after deduction of the discount, which is the higher of the
following:
(1) that negotiated between the interested parties; or
(2) that defined on the basis of the weighted average of the winning proposals of the respective auctions. The discounts so determined are applicable to the proposals presented between and
including the date of these auctions and the business day that precedes the holding of the following auction.
In the case of conversion not subject to auction, the difference between the face value of the converted liabilities and the registered amount
of the investment corresponding to the discount is not treated as foreign
capital by Bacen and should not be capitalized in the Brazilian recipient
company. If capitalized, such amount will be considered national capital
for all legal purposes and consequently will not be protected by the Brazilian Foreign Capital Law (i.e., it will not carry with it the right of the
investor to receive dividends or profits abroad and it cannot be
repatriated).
I. Deposit at Bacen
The resources involved in already authorized conversions, while
they are not being used, may be deposited in foreign currency at Bacen
by the interested party. This type of deposit, however, is not subject to
interest. The right to deposit with Bacen resources that are the object of
conversions may only be used once-either before or after capitalization
of the investment. Such deposits may only be effected within thirty days
of the date of authorization for conversion of the credits or their
capitalization.
These deposits are withdrawn according to a schedule to be worked
out with Bacen. Deposits of not yet capitalized resources may only be
withdrawn for capitalization purposes.
J. Minimum Period For Remittances Abroad
The funds resulting from debt conversion must remain in Brazil for
at least twelve years, calculated from the date of capitalization of the
converted resources. Profits or dividends generated by investments resulting from debt conversion may be freely remitted abroad, with due
observance of the provisions of the Brazilian Foreign Capital Law and
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applicable legislation. 4
No remittance abroad may be made either as capital repatriation or
capital gain, until after the minimum period for the resources to remain
in the country (twelve years) has elapsed. In the case of a Brazilian recipient company which already has a foreign capital investment, any
event that produces remittances under the title of capital repatriation or
capital gain will result in an obligation to effect a foreign currency deposit in Bacen of the corresponding resources up to the value of the conversion effected until the minimum term of twelve years is completed.
This deposit is not subject to interest.
K. Conversion Funds
A Conversion Fund is a foreign capital fund incorporated in Brazil
as an open condominium. The Conversion Fund has no legal identity
and is set up for the purpose of attracting resources resulting from conversions (except those arising from public sector debts). Later, the resources of the Conversion Fund are invested in a diversified portfolio of
securities traded on the local stock market. The credits that may be used
in connection with the subscription or purchase or quotas of a Conversion Fund are those subject to the auction system (credits against Bacen),
as well as maturing debt of the private sector, comprised of medium and
long-term liabilities (loans and financing with a term exceeding 360 days)
registered in Bacen in the name of companies or entities of the private
sector, or the corresponding voluntary deposits.
According to Brazilian law, the term "securities" means shares,
founder's shares (partes beneficidrias) and debentures, and their respective coupons and subscription bonuses, certificates of deposit of securities, and any other securities created or issued by Brazilian corporations
at the discretion of the National Monetary Council.25
Conversion Funds are governed by rules established by the Brazilian
Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM)26 and by the Regulations
governing the incorporation, operation and management of the Foreign
Capital Investment Funds (New Money Funds), 27 by means of which
foreign investors may invest new funds in securities in the Brazilian capital market.
Only individuals or legal entities residing, domiciled or having head
24.
25.
26.
27.

See Brazilian Foreign Capital Law, supra note 7.
Law No. 6385, of Dec. 7, 1986, art. 2.
"Presently the CVM Instruction No. 91, Dec. 6, 1988.
Bacen Resolution No. 1289, attachment II, Mar. 20, 1987.
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offices abroad, and funds or other collective investment entities organized
abroad, are entitled to participate as investors in the Conversion Funds.
The formation of a Conversion Fund requires the prior authorization of the CVM, which first consults with Bacen. A Conversion Fund
must be exclusively managed and administered by an investment bank, a
brokerage house or a securities dealer (the managing institution) duly
authorized by the CVM to professionally manage securities portfolios.
To qualify, the managing institution must have a technical department
which includes a specialist to analyze bonds and securities or it must
subcontract such services to an entity accredited by the CVM.
A Conversion Fund may not maintain in its portfolio more than five
percent of the voting capital or twenty percent of the total capital of any
one company. The Brazilian Foreign Capital Law governs registration of
the investment with Bacen and taxation applicable to a Conversion
Fund, except that, in the case of a Conversion Fund, the value of the
registration of the investment made by the foreign investor will not suffer
any alteration when new quotas are issued. Because of the re-application
of accumulated results of the Conversion Fund, only the item of the Foreign Capital Certificate of registration relating to the number of quotas is
modified. Thus, in the event of reinvestment of accumulated results of
any such Conversion Fund, Bacen will issue a new Certificate of Registration in the name of the foreign investor. This increases the number of
quotas, yet maintains the foreign currency registered investment amount
completely unchanged.
Dividends, interest or capital gains earned on Conversion funds and
not remitted abroad are not subject to the Brazilian income tax. However, income distributed to the foreign quota-holders by a Conversion
Fund is not granted favorable tax treatment and is subject to the twenty
five percent withholding tax, unless a lower rate applies as a result of a
double taxation treaty. If the amount actually distributed exceeds twelve
percent of the registered foreign investment on a three year average, the
excess is subject to the supplementary income tax.
In order to diminish the withholding tax on distributions made by
the Conversion Fund to the foreign investors, a fiduciary agent (trustee)
may be appointed. If there are no more than ten quota-holders of the
Fund, each quota-holder is entitled to have a separate Certificate of Registration corresponding to his investment, but the quota-holders may
also appoint a fiduciary agent to be the investor of record for the purpose
of registration of their investments with Bacen. When the Conversion
Fund has eleven or more investors, a fiduciary agent must be used. In
the latter situation, the fiduciary agent would be the sole quota-holder of
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the Conversion Fund. It is vital for this fiduciary agent to be established
in one of the countries that maintains a double taxation treaty with
Brazil.
Brazil has entered into double taxation treaties with Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Ecuador, Finland, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and West Germany.2" These
treaties reduce the standard tax rate of twenty-five percent to fifteen percent. A treaty with Japan establishes the rate at twelve and a half percent. There is also a double-taxation treaty between Brazil and
Argentina which establishes that the tax burden of the Argentine investors in Brazil is identical to that of Brazilian residents.
The choice of the country where the head office of the fiduciary
agent is located should be based on two factors: (1) tax planning, and (2)
the currency of the investment.
With respect to choice of country in tax planning, it should be noted
that Japan has the lowest rate-twelve and a half percent on distribution
of profits or dividends to Japanese residents, provided that the amount
actually distributed does not exceed twelve percent of the registered capital on a three year average period. However, in order to select the appropriate country, it is also necessary to determine the effective tax burden
for the ultimate foreign investors on any earnings received by them from
the fiduciary agent.
The currency of the investment is another important factor. At the
discretion of the foreign investor, the investment may be registered in a
currency other than the foreign currency of the converted external obligations, provided that the aforementioned obligations have not been sub. ject to previous currency changes. Investors should compare the inflation
of the currency of their country with other international currencies to
determine the best country from which to choose the fiduciary agent.
In the case of a Conversion Fund, the minimum period for repatriation of the original investment and capital gains is also twelve years from
28. The treaties to avoid double taxation entered into by Brazil, have been enacted by the
following decrees on the following dates: with Autria: Decree No. 78.107, of July 22, 1976;
with Belgium: Decree No. 72.542, of July 30, 1973; with Canada: Decree No. 92.318, of Jan,
23, 1986; with Denmark: Decree No. 72.106, of Dec. 20, 1974; with Ecuador: Decree No,
95.717, of Feb 11, 1988; with Finland: Decree No. 72.542, of July 30, 1973; with Italy: Decree
No. 85.985, of May 6, 1981; with France: Decree No. 70.506, of Dec. 14, 1972; with Luxembourg: Decree No. 85.051 of Aug. 18, 1980; with Norway: Decree No. 86.710, of Dcc. 9,
1981; with Portugal: Decree No. 69.393, of Oct. 21, 1971; with Spain: Decree No. 76.975, of
Jan. 2, 1976; with Sweden: Decree No. 77.053, of Jan. 19, 1976; and with West Germany:
Decree No. 76.988, of Jan. 6, 1976. The treaty with Argentina, infra, was enacted by Decree
No. 87.976, of Dec. 22, 1982.
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the date of conversion of the funds. Quotas issued by these Conversion
Funds must be book quotas (quotas escriturais)and their transferability
abroad is subject to the rules established periodically by the CV. 2 9 The
quotas of such Conversion Funds may be transferred abroad by means of
the proper document (a deed of transfer of quotas), which is only effective after it has been duly executed and received by the managing institution. Once the request for transfer has been submitted, the managing
institution must fulfill it within five business days. The managing institution may suspend the services of quota transfer for a period of not more
than fifteen consecutive days preceding the dates of distribution of results
or a general meeting, but may not suspend such services for more than
ninety days during the year.
L. General Restrictions
The resources from conversions may only be channelled into risk
investments. Operations that are similar to different forms of credit are
prohibited. The Program does not permit conversions:
(1) in infrastructure projects in which public sector entities ensure guaranteed profitability, or ensure a market for the goods or
services produced;
(2) in projects in which the repurchase of the investment by
public sector entities is, at any time, guaranteed;
(3) which directly or indirectly result in the transfer of control
of a national company (a company directly or indirectly controlled
by individuals domiciled in Brazil) to foreigners (individuals or legal
entities domiciled abroad). In adopting this principle, the Brazilian
government sought to avoid the risk of denationalizing the
economy;
(4) in which the participants in the operation or person with
whom they maintain bonds of control have effected remittances
abroad, under the title of capital repatriation or capital gain, in a
thirty-six-month period prior to the date of the presentation of the
conversion request to Bacen. This prohibition will not apply, however, if the funds transferred abroad during such period are returned
to Brazil;
(5) in the partial or total acquisition of foreign investments, unless the proceeds of the transaction are also reinvested in Brazil by
the seller on the basis of the same conditions applicable to the converted resources;
29. CVM Instruction No. 91, Dec. 6, 1988.
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(6) if the foreign investor is an entity directly or indirectly controlled by a Brazilian public sector entity or 'company.
V. VENTURE CAPITAL COMPANIES
Brazilian venture capital companies (sociedades de participagdo)
play a role in channeling foreign investments into Brazil. A sociedade de
participagdois a company organized for the sole purpose of participating
in the capital of other companies, by subscription or purchase of shares
or quotas, including, but not limited to, the conversion into credits which
may or may not be subject to Brazilian external debt restructuring agreements. Therefore, all the foreign investments made through these venture capital companies are eligible for registration with Bacen as foreign
capital provided that the applicable provisions of the Brazilian Foreign
Capital Law and the supplementary rules 30 are duly observed.
On July 28, 1988, the Board of Directors of Bacen resolved to accept
for registration foreign investments made directly or indirectly in
sociedadesdeparticipaqdo,pursuant to the terms of the Brazilian Foreign
Capital Law.31
In the past, Bacen has been reluctant to register as foreign captial an
equity investment made by a foreign resident in a Brazilian company
which has as its sole corporate purpose investments in other companies.
This type of investment was deemed to be purely speculative and without
economic purpose ("hot money").
The specific rules covering sociedades de participaqdodo not apply
to the following companies:
(1) holding companies organized for the purpose of corporate
control restructuring, or for the purpose of administrative and management convenience of concentration of relevant interests in several
companies owned by the same economic group;
(2) companies whose equity participation is restricted to the
capital of a single company, provided that such single company is
not a sociedade de participagdo;and
(3) risk capital companies (sociedadesde capital de risco)32 organized for the sole purpose of investing their own resources in the
subscription of shares or quotas of Brazilian small and medium-size
companies, which comply with the requirements of the National
Monetary Council.
30. Circular No. 1339, July 28, 1988.
31. .Id.
32. Regulated by Decree-Law No. 2287, July 23, 1986.
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A sociedade de participagdomust act strictly to accomplish its corporate purpose and must operate in such a manner as not to be confused
with other entities organized for the purpose of attracting foreign investments to the Brazilian capital market through a diversified portfolio of
stock and securities. These entities include the New Money Funds, the
Conversion Funds and foreign capital investment companies. The foreign capital investment companies are new money investment companies
and are organized with the specific purpose of raising new money funds
abroad.33
The investments made by a sociedade de participagdoin the subscription or purchase of shares or quotas of other Brazilian companies
must have the character of permanent investments.34 Under Brazilian
law, a permanent investment is an investment that cannot be classified in
the current assets and that is not intended to maintain the company's
35
activity.
A sociedade de participa~domay invest in shares of closely or publicly held corporations (sociedadesan6nimas or sociedadespor ag5es) or
in quotas of limited liability companies (sociedadespor quotas de responsabilidade limitada). A corporation is closed (closely held), or open
(publicly held) depending upon whether or not securities issued by it are
accepted for trading on a stock exchange or in the over-the-counter market.3 6 Only the securities of a corporation registered with the CVM may
be distributed on the market and traded on a stock exchange or in the
over-the-counter market. The over-the-counter market includes any
trading of securities of publicly held corporations outside the stock exchanges and with the intermediation of investment banks, brokerage
houses, securities dealers or independent operators authorized by any of
these institutions.3 7
As a general rule, a sociedade de participagdo may only purchase
securities of a publicly held corporation in the primary market (i.e., primary stock issues). A primary issue is a subscription of new shares resulting from a corporation's capital increase. There are two exceptions
to this rule which allow a sociedade de participagdoto purchase shares of
a publicly held corporation in the secondary market. A secondary mar33. These Companies are governed by the Regulations enclosed as Bacen Resolution No.
1289, attachment I, March 20, 1987.
34. Law No. 6404, Dec. 15, 1976 (Brazilian Corporation Law).
35. Id. art. 179, item III.
36. Id. art 4.
37. As per the definition contained in the CVM Instruction, No. 60, of Ian. 14, 1987, art.
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ket in this context is the negotiation of the shares on a stock exchange or
in the over-the-counter market. A sociedade de participagdo may
purchase such shares:
(1) if they belong to a public sector entity in the process of
privatization, without any restriction whatsoever insofar as the
number of shares to be acquired is concerned; and
(2) if they are offered to the public through a public offer of
securities duly registered with the CVM, provided, however, that
the number of shares so acquired represents at least five percent of
the total capital of the issuer.
The equity participations acquired in publicly held corporations by
a sociedadede participaqdesmay be freely sold on the secondary market.
A sociedade de participagdescannot use proceeds of a conversion to
purchase shares or quotas, if the investment could result either directly
or indirectly in the transfer of control of a national company to
foreigners.
Furthermore, a sociedade de participagdois also subject to the rules
of the Brazilian securities market. The CVM regulates, controls and
monitors the Brazilian securities market. Therefore, a sociedade de participagdo must provide any and all information and satisfy all formalities
which may be required by the CVM.
VI. NEW CRUZADO REDEMPTION TRANSACTIONS
In late 1987, prior to the official announcement of the Program, Brazilian debt instruments were in strong demand, giving rise to a healthy
offshore cruzado market (Eurocruzado market), involving payment in
Brazilian currency of maturing foreign debt. The .Eurocruzado market
flourished with an estimated 8 billion dollars in 1987 and as much as 10
billion dollars in 1988. This type of transaction, known as a new cruzado
redemption transaction or informal conversion, is basically an agreement
between the foreign creditor, the Brazilian debtor and the holder of the
debt (usually someone that bought the debt from a bank) to repay the
debt in Brazilian currency (new cruzados) directly to the holder thereof
at a discount (the discount works as an incentive for debtors to pay in
new cruzados, since they are otherwise obliged to liquidate the debt in
United States dollars or in the foreign currency in which the external
obligation has been incurred by depositing the corresponding amount
with Bacen).
When the debtor is a private sector company, the payment in new
cruzados of a maturing debt may be effected without any restriction
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whatsoever, provided that the debtor informs Bacen of the details of the
transaction within two days after payment and identifies all the parties
involved, including the ultimate beneficiary and the final use of the funds.
The Brazilian government has imposed restrictions, however, when
the payor of the informal conversion is a public sector debtor." Entities
of the Federal Administration, or those under direct or indirect control
of the Union, are prohibited from entering into agreements with their
foreign creditors to repay their foreign currency debts in new cruzados,
and are obliged to liquidate the exchange contract to effect the corresponding foreign currency deposit with Bacen. Both the Secretariat of
the National Treasury (STN) and Bacen must expressly authorize state
and municipal companies to effect such payments in new cruzados.
These restrictions seek to avoid transactions in which an arbitrageur
buys a future maturity (maturing debt) from a bank at a discount (usually around thirty percent), then enters into an agreement with the
debtor to collect the debt at a discount (normally negotiated around five
percent) in new cruzados, and subsequently sells the new cruzados and
purchases United States dollars on the parallel market in Brazil, remitting these funds abroad by unauthorized means. The conversion of new
cruzados into foreign currency on the parallel market in Brazil as a result
of these informal conversions is known as a bicycle operation (bicicleta),
and violates the applicable Brazilian exchange regulations. Not all informal conversions, however, are bicycle operations. The new cruzados generated by these operations may be used, for example, to make
investments in Brazilian currency in the country. These investments in
new cruzados, even when made by foreign individuals or legal entities,
are considered and treated as local investments (national capital) and are
legal and legitimate, although not protected by the Brazilian Foreign
Capital Law.
The informal conversion is blamed for the sudden upswing in the
parallel market cost of United States dollars, but it is not the only factor.
The overwhelming uncertainty of the Brazilian economy has been the
principal factor.
VII.

CONCLUSION

Debt-to-equity conversion transactions were easing the foreign investment crisis in Brazil even before they reached the considerable volume attained in 1988 after adoption of the Program.
38. Executive Decree No. 96915, Oct. 3, 1988 (contains the rules that are applicable to

public sector entities).
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Bacen currently estimates 2.1 billion dollars flow through the Program. This figure refers only to funds coming from the official debt auctions and effectively released in 1988. Considering the sums traded in
1988 which will be released in 1989, and including the informal conversions, Bacen specialists estimate that the Brazilian external indebtedness
with foreign banks will be reduced by 8 billion dollars by the end of 1988.
Currently Brazil's annual interest payments are equivalent to 9.9 billion
dollars.
• One of the adverse consequences normally attributed to the Program is the impact of the conversions on monetary expansion. The 150
million dollars per month converted at each auction, however, does not
approach the 20 billion dollar balance which the Brazilian government
must roll over daily on the overnight market. Although Bacen has to
release the new cruzados relative to the debt traded at the conversion
auctions, the formal conversions made under the Program will not have
the negative impact of the 3 billion dollars, which the external accounts
will provoke in 1988 in requiring the issuance of new currency. The informal conversion is neutral in this regard, since payments in new
cruzados are made by the debtor (and not by Bacen).
A larger contribution to monetary expansion results from the huge
trade surplus of 20 billion dollars and the nonpayment of debts overdue
by public sector entities (state enterprises and state governments). Bacen
must acquire in the market the foreign currency to pay the foreign creditors abroad, in lieu of the public sector entities. Furthermore, additional
expansion is produced by the refinancing of creditor funds deposited with
Bacen (an average of 150 million dollars per month), upon a demand
made by Brazil's private commercial bank creditors as agreed in Phase
IV of the Brazilian Foreign Financing Plan.39
In Phase IV, there is a special investment feature only available to
the new money participants which will be added to the Program. Those
banks will be entitled to invest a portion of their commitments pursuant
to debt-to-equity conversion transactions at face value (i.e., without discount and without being subject to the auction system). The total
amount available for such investments is 1.8 billion dollars, limited to
fifty million dollars per month for a three-year period beginning on September 1, 1989.'
39. The government suspended the relending operations during 1989 for the private sector
to avoid the inflationary impact of these transactions.
40. In order to face the inflationary pressures stemming from conversion transactions, the
Brazilian Government is negotiating with its private commercial bank creditors for the suspension of these conversions during 1989.
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The expansion of domestic debt also plays a role in exacerbating
debt payments. Bacen absorbs the excess new cruzado currency in circulation by placing public securities. The new cruzados released by the formal conversion operations made under the Program are thus switched
into domestic debt securities. The cost of the domestic debt securities is
significantly higher than the conversion operations.
The critics argue that there is an unequivocal relation between the
remittances abroad of profits and dividends (in 1988 they should amount
to 1.7 billion dollars), and the functioning of the formal conversions.
When the remitted money returns to Brazil through a debt conversion it
is the same money that could have already been reinvested domestically
by the same multinational company; in this case the effect of the debt-toequity conversion transaction is null. When the remittance money does
not return, it cannot be treated simply as a leakage caused by the conversion mechanism.
Therefore, it is paramount to determine who benefits and who loses
through the Program. Companies buying credits for conversions,
whether they be Brazilian capital returning home or foreign investors,
enjoy lower costs. Primary lenders have an additional option for reducing exposure, while secondary lenders also stand to make a sizable profit
at the expense of the original lender, outside of Brazil. Intermediaries
(brokers) also profit. The overall winner is Brazil. The discount, which
previously remained with the brokers or investors, now benefits the government. Service of the debt is reduced in the same order of magnitude
as the conversions permitted. Conversions are less expensive than the
subsidies and other incentives available to Brazilian-owned companies
and create another alternative for financing investment. These advantages stem from foreign creditors' willingness to accept a discount on a
portion of their Brazilian portfolio. Creditors easily fall into the losers
column.
A formal debt-equity swap program is not the salvation of a country
which is nationalistic, regionalistic, favors state ownership over private
enterprise and, above all, is protective of vested interests to the detriment
of the average Brazilian. However, such a program will certainly improve the investment climate if the right political, economic and investment conditions are established.

